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I. A NEW SOCIAL CONTRACT
The dissemination of free music on radio and TV is regulated, they [the industry] get money for it, but nobody in the
media is claiming that music is being given free to the consumer.
—Pedro Alexandre Sanches
They refused to understand the Internet as a means of communication. They refused to sit at the table and propose,
discuss and collect money through ECAD [the Brazilian music collecting society]. They refused the right of ECAD to
collect money on the Internet. If there is any, it’s a tiny amount, when in fact they should have joined and forced ECAD
to become a distributor.
—Pena Schmidt1
Copyright law was the core element in the social contract between authors and audiences that was negotiated in the 18th
and 19th centuries. It worked well in regulating the relationship between commercial parties in the culture industry.
The digital revolution has fundamentally changed the media — technological basis of the production, distribution and
consumption of cultural goods. Private persons, whose actions have until recently been outside the scope of copyright
law, can now be producers and global distributors of creative works. Therefore a new social contract concerning
culture has to be negotiated.
The overall goals of this contract remain the same: to ensure the possibility of all citizens to have access to and
participate in the knowledge society and their freedom of expression, to ensure the freedom of a diversity of authors
and artists to create and their right to an equitable remuneration for the use of their works, and to ensure the freedom
of technologists to innovate, in particular the freedom of the Internet that has brought us a wealth of novel ways to
communicate, cooperate, and do business.
Also the two core elements of this contract remain: the willingness of authors and artists to create works and the
willingness of audiences to pay them for doing so. This payment will continue in a range of ways, from market
transactions, donations, corporate sponsorship to forms of collective redistribution like public funding and collective
rights management.
For a large number of uses by a large number of individuals of a large diversity of works the conventional response
of copyright law is collective management. When in the 19th century composers were unable to individually collect
a remuneration from each cafe house and bar that performed their music, they joined hands and formed the first
collecting societies that since then collectively collect the money for the community of music authors. When in the
1950s audio tape recorders became available for private use, enabling people to make non-commercial reproductions
in their homes, in response the private copying exception was invented in 1965. Neither could the technology or
their use for making reproductions be prohibited, nor could authors or even their collectives go after each individual
owner of a tape recorder to collect their fair remuneration. Therefore the German legislature decided to permit private
copying and required the producers and importers of tape recorders to add a copyright levy to the price of their devices.
The music collecting society collects this levy and redistributes it to its members. This private copying exception was
quickly adopted throughout Europe and other droit d’ateur countries.2 The levy was later extended to other recording
devices like photocopying machines and video recorders and to recordable media.
Collective rights management organizations (CMOs) thus developed as crucial institutions in the social contract
between authors and audiences, ensuring authors a fair remuneration for mass-scale secondary and tertiary uses of
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their works3 and ensuring audiences the informational freedom of private copying. Because of their special status,
CMOs are subject to legal regulation and public approval and oversight. Internally they are membership organizations
with democratic decision-making. Currently in Germany there are 13 CMOs for different work categories (music
works, music recordings, text works, images, movies and other audio-visual works). Peer-to-peer (P2P) file sharing
is a mass-phenomenon comparable to private copying, practiced by about half the Internet population.4 The adequate
response is again a collectively remunerated copyright exception.

II. REPRESSION DOES NOT WORK
Today there is a discrepancy between copyright law and the widespread practice of file sharing. So far attempts to
resolve this discrepancy were directed at repressive measures in order to make cultural practices conform to the
law: in the form of technology (Digital Restrictions Management (DRM)), deterrent campaigns à la “Pirates are
Criminals,”5 and mass-scale civil and criminal proceedings. None of these have had any measurable impact on file
sharing. But instead of recognizing the failure and changing the approach, the same logic is bringing forth evermore
extremist forms of repression. Excluding infringing citizens from the Internet for up to one year was pioneered in
France and is now being called for by culture industries in many countries, including Brazil. The secretly negotiated
multi-lateral Anti-Counterfeiting Trade Agreement (ACTA) is intended to introduce this digital death sentence
globally. Deep Packet Inspection (DPI)6 for filtering file sharing out of the Internet is now being tested by UK Internet
Service Provider (ISP) Virgin Media7 and others.
All this is done under the unproven assumption that repression will improve sales opportunities for copyrighted
products and with the proclaimed but equally unproven intention to increase revenues of authors and artists. A much
more likely and, indeed, observable result of repression is not a decrease of file sharing but an increase of trackerless P2P networks8 encrypted and anonymous P2P file sharing,9 of closed trackers,10 file-hosting, sharing on Usenet,
offshore hosting,11 and hard disk-copying. Repression predictably calls in the next round of the technological arms
race. As U.S. law scholar Lawrence Lessig explains, the criminalization of the whole generation of our children “can’t
stop these activities, it can only drive them underground.” He points out one dramatic effect it does have: the erosion
of the trust in the legal system.12 If cultural reality cannot be made to conform to copyright law, then copyright law has
to be adapted to reality by legalizing what can not be prevented anyway and at the same time ensuring an equitable
remuneration to authors.

III. THE FILE-SHARING EXCEPTION
The model has been discussed under different names: “alternative compensation system” (William Fisher13),
“noncommercial use levy” (Neil Netanel14), “licence globale” (Alliance Public Artistes15), “culture flat-rate”
(privatekopie.net and FairSharing.de), “contribution créative” (Philippe Aigrain16). Variations of its details are, of
course, being discussed, but the contours of the general model have emerged by now. Following the precedent of the
private copying exception, the goal is:
a legal permission for private online sharing of published copyright protected works for non-commercial
purposes subject to a collectively managed levy.
The permission refers to private, natural persons, thus excluding companies and other legal institutions. It refers to
published works, ensuring the right of first publication to the author. Secondary and tertiary uses are already regularly
collectively managed. It refers to non-commercial uses: anybody earning money from the use of another’s work will
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continue to be required to obtain a license. “Sharing” refers to both up- and downloading. While downloading is
already covered by the private copying exception in some countries,17 permitting uploading requires an exception to
the exclusive right of making available. “Online” refers to networks using the Internet protocol, both wire-based and
wireless. “Levy” refers to a fixed sum to be paid by the beneficiaries of the permission and allocated by CMOs to
authors based on the measured popularity of their works. Finally the permission should be implemented in copyright
law in order to achieve legal certainty for authors, performers, exploiters and Internet users alike.
A. The Culture Flat-Rate in Copyright Law
Three models for implementing such a file-sharing permission in copyright law have been suggested.
Mandatory collective management of the exclusive making-available right
This was first implemented by Hungary. Silke von Lewinski from the Max Planck Institute for Intellectual Property
in Munich analyzed the Hungarian provision and found it in accordance with international and European copyright
law.18 The French Alliance Public-Artistes commissioned a legal study from France’s most renowned copyright scholar
André Lucas who also found mandatory collective management compliant with French, European, and international
law.19 This model was supported by French Members of Parliament from both the socialists and the conservative
parties who passed it into law in December 2005. Alas, the decision was reversed soon after.
Extended collective licensing
This instrument has been widely used in Nordic European countries since the early 1960s for broadcasting and cable retransmission and has recently been applied to the reproduction of works for educational purposes and the digitization
of works in libraries, museums, and archives.20 It extends a license concluded between a CMO and a group of users of
certain rights to authors, performers and exploiters who are not a member of the CMO. These non-members usually
have the right to opt-out of such an agreement. With respect to file sharing, this model has been discussed particularly
in Italy,21 leading to two bills introduced in parliament in July 2007 and in April 2008.
Copyright exception
A third option is to model a file-sharing exception on the time-tested private copying exception. This has been tested
by Alexander Roßnagel and his team at the Institute of European Media Law (EML) on commission from the German
and European Parliament factions of the Green Party.22 Their study has shown that such an exception is feasible within
the framework of existing German and European law, even though it requires changes in both. They conclude that “[t]
he introduction by law of a culture flat-rate therefore requires amendments to both national and European law, yet it
remains nothing less than the logical consequence of the technological revolution ushered in by the internet.”
It seems that by subjecting the complete scope of the making-available right to mandatory collective management, the
first model is going too far, while the second model is not going far enough. Permitting exceptions to the exception
would still require policing the boundary between licensed works and those that have been opted-out of the agreement.
Therefore a clearly defined copyright exception is the best option to achieve legal certainty for all parties involved.
B. Which Works to Include?
Empirical research shows that nearly all categories of copyright protected works are being shared to varying degrees
depending on the characteristics of the different P2P protocols.23 Therefore the permission should extend to all
categories that are also covered by the private copying exception. Whether computer software and games that have
been exempted from the private copying permission and thus also from receiving a share from the levy should be
included is up for discussion with the respective industries.24
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C. Who Should Pay?
The beneficiaries of the permission, i.e., the individual private Internet users, owe the creators of the works they share.
Internet Service Providers (ISPs) do not download music or movies, just as the makers and operators of photocopying
machines, audio recorders, and MP3 players do not copy. The argument of a “contributory liability” is not convincing:
by the same token the providers of electricity, search engines, computer monitors, chairs, etc., would contribute to file
sharing. Conversely, no Internet users would cancel her broadband subscription if P2P were to disappear.
However, for practical reasons, one cannot expect consumers who acquire these devices, media and services to pay
the copyright levy in a separate transaction. Therefore legislatures in many countries have tasked the producers and
importers of devices and media with collecting the private copying levy. For reasons of transparency and fairness,
German copyright law since its 2008 reform requires that end-consumer bills separately indicate the copyright levy
included in the price for these products.25 Likewise, ISPs and mobile phone companies that provide Internet access to
private homes are the logical parties to add the file-sharing levy to their monthly customer bills and transfer the money
to the CMOs. LAN houses provide a large number of Brazilians who cannot afford broadband at home with access
to the Internet. Assuming that their clients actually use file-sharing applications for up- and downloading copyrightprotected works (this needs to be empirically assessed), LAN houses, like ISPs, should add a copyright levy to the
price they charge. The rate, however, cannot be so high as to exclude a significant portion of the population from
Internet access altogether. Just as with the current plans for establishing a national broadband service, public policy
has to balance the interest of society to include all citizen in the opportunities of the digital age with the interests of
authors and publishers as well as those of ISPs and LAN houses.
D. Are They Willing to Pay?
The Swedish music collecting society STIM in a survey published in February 2009 found that 86.2% of responding
Internet users are willing to pay a monthly copyright levy entitling them to file sharing.26 This willingness has also been
shown when bands like Nine Inch Nails and Radiohead released albums for free download and received significant
amounts of voluntary payments from their fans. The online indie label Magnatune.com releases all its albums under a
Creative Commons license expressly permitting file sharing, which effectively makes payment voluntary. Magnatune
also allows its customers to pay a price of their own choice on a scale from 4-14 Euros. Rather than paying the lowest
possible price, the average payment is between 8 and 9 Euros, clearly indicating that listeners are willing to pay
creators a price they deem fair.
The same willingness was shown for computer games when in October 2009 the developer 2DBoy offered its game
“World of Goo” on a pay-what-you-like basis. Remarkably, it found the average price paid higher for GNU/Linux
users than for Windows users and, mapping average payment per country onto per capita GDP, it found the “generosity
factor” to be exceptionally high in Brazil.27 Quite the opposite from industry claims that what is gratis is considered
worthless, one can conclude that people acculturated in free and sharing culture are more aware that creators need to
be remunerated and more willing to behave accordingly.
E. But I Don’t Share
The copyright levy should be mandatory for all Internet users. Just like permitting opt-out for individual works,
making payment optional would require policing the boundary between those who pay and those who do not, which
would largely defeat the public policy purpose of the file-sharing exception.
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An objection often raised against a levy mandatory for all Internet users is: “I don’t file-share. Why should I pay?”
This should be alleviated by differentiating the rate by access speed. Email-only dial-up access should be exempt.
Given that half of all Internet users file-share already and nearly 90 percent are ready to pay for legalized P2P, one
can expect the number of people to whom this objection applies to shrink even further once a file-sharing exception is
introduced. Also non-file-sharers benefit from decriminalization and wider access by gaining a richer cultural sphere.
Cross-subsidizing is already common in many cases. Taxes of citizens without children are used for funding schools.
Someone who buys a detergent in a supermarket pays for the advertising-funded movie on “Free TV” that she is not
watching. The private copying levy on a recordable DVD is due even if the buyer uses it for a back-up copy of her
own data. Finally, if 86.2% of the Internet population are willing to pay for the right to file-share, may the other 13.8%
stop it? If so, by the same logic we would not have public broadcasting, opera, health care, police or national defense.
F. How Much?
Objectively, it is impossible to determine the positive impact due to its “discovery effect” versus the “damage” of
file sharing that a levy might compensate.28 Subjectively, the pay-what-you-like models give an indication as to how
much certain works are worth to certain people. In actuality, rate setting in collective management is a very difficult
procedure. In case of the private copying levy, rates are negotiated between CMOs and the associations of device
and media producers. For the file-sharing levy, negotiations would include not only ISPs but also artists and Internet
users who are paying in the end. Also public mediation by the newly proposed Instituto Brasileiro de Direito Autoral
(IBDA) would be helpful, if not even essential, for successfully concluding an agreement in the public interest.
Ever-since Fisher calculated the fair amount to be roughly US$5 per month,29 five has been the magic number in the
debate, varying between dollars, pounds, euros, reais, etc. For a Brazilian household that can afford broadband Internet
access, five reais per month is not a prohibitive amount. Assuming 6.6 million households with broadband Internet
access in Brazil,30 R$5 per month yields an annual amount of R$396 million.
Revenues for music CDs and DVDs reportedly decreased by 31.2% (or R$141.7 million) to R$312.5 million in
2007,31 while in 2009 ECAD (Escritório Central de Arrecadação e Distribuição32) was able to distribute 17.06% (or
R$46.34 million) more revenues from collective management of music rights to its members than in the previous
year.33 Movies generated revenues of R$966 million in 2008 at the box office, which was an increase of a full 25%
over the previous year.34 Movie DVDs reportedly saw a drop by 10.83% from 27.2 million units sold in 2007 to 24.7
million in 2008.35 Conservatively assuming a sales price of R$40.00 this amounts to a decrease by R$120 million. The
Brazilian book market showed a slight annual increase as well, by 6.03% to R$2.286 billion in 2007.36The increases
in cinema and book revenues occurred in spite of widespread file sharing, and there are reasons to assume that also
the decrease for recorded music and movie DVDs are unrelated to it.37 But even if one assumed that file sharing is
the single cause for the decline of the market for music and movie discs (by approximately R$261.7 million) and that
the levy would have to compensate for it, the levy proceeds of R$396 million would be more than sufficient to do so.
A realistic approach, of course, cannot start from such a simplistic and flawed assumption. It will have to take into
account the complex dynamics in each of the sectors and include the whole range of revenue channels for creative
works like live performances, cinema screenings, commissioned works, merchandizing, etc., that have been shown to
be positively impacted by file sharing.
For the music industry it has been shown that the revenues from 2000 to 2008 remained stable, with the decrease in
recorded music made up for by increased revenues from live music and collective management.38 Recorded music
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sales are shifting rapidly from CDs to digital distribution. Commercial download services, by ensuring quality, speed
and freedom from malware, will be able to compete with legalized P2P, which, being open networks, will continue
to suffer from these three issues. After all, iTunes was established at a time when P2P use was already widespread.
In particular new business models based on fairness, benefit sharing, and transparency like Magnatune and those
promoted by the Fair Music Initiative39 will increasingly attract both artists and paying audiences. According to the
International Federation of the Phonographic Industry’s (IFPI) 2010 annual report, album downloads globally rose an
estimated 20% in 2009, with Internet and mobile downloads and streams now accounting for more than a quarter of
all recorded music industry revenues worldwide.40 An important public policy goal is cultural diversity. Since 2000,
the worldwide annual release of new music albums has more than doubled.41 Thus the digital environment is clearly
promoting diversity. The increase is due to the activities of independent labels and, since it occurred during the time of
the rise of file sharing, one can conclude that file sharing is helping rather than hindering cultural diversity.
Last but not least, a realistic approach has to start from recognizing the fact that current levels of authors’ income are
far below the average national income in all professions, that a few stars gain a disproportionate percentage of the
revenues, that female authors earn significantly less than their male colleagues, and that the typical author’s income
has been decreasing since 2000.42 These facts are unacceptable for a society that defines the culture and creative
industries as its central dynamic. In fact, audiences are aware of this unbearable situation of authors and artists, leading
to voluntary payments that are on average higher than the forced payments in services such as iTunes.43 Therefore, it is
not unlikely that negotiations about fair rates for the file-sharing levy that primarily involve artists and audiences will
result in higher rates than if collecting societies and industry associations were to conduct them alone.
Thus, rather than “compensation” of alleged “damages,” the system should strive to create “sustainable resources
for creative activities in the digital era” that ensure that this creativity can flourish and grow.44 The seemingly simple
question “How much?” actually leads to the core of the social contract between artists and audiences that is currently
being negotiated.
G. Who Should Receive Payments?
The levy is due to those who create the works that are shared under the new exception, i.e., authors and performing
artists as well as the “auxiliary service providers in the creative process” as German law professor Thomas Hoeren
aptly called exploiters. Authors (composers and lyricists, literary authors, film makers, photographers, etc.) and
publishers as well as musicians and record labels are joined together in their respective CMOs.
The pool of lump-sum payments by Internet users thus has to be distributed first to the CMOs for the different work
categories (music, audio-visual works, text, images, etc.) based on the measured proportion of these work categories in
file-sharing networks and then within the CMOs to the individual members based on the actual popularity of their works.
In Germany, the 13 existing CMOs pay at least 50% and up to 100% of their proceeds to authors, while the remainder
goes to the exploiters (publishers or record labels).45 In the case of ECAD, the situation is more confusing because
its members are not authors, musicians, and exploiters directly, but ten associations of these groups.46 This two-tiered
structure creates additional obfuscation concerning money flows and leads to overall administrative costs of close to
30% that appear to be among the highest in the world.47 While it is hard to understand in the analog world how authors
and musicians are willing to accept a system in which nearly one third of the money due to them for the use of their
works goes into the apparatus for collecting it, it is clear that in the digital online realm collective rights administration
will be automated to a maximum degree, ensuring that the maximum amount possible reaches those who actually
create cultural goods.
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However, the most recent figures about the percentages of the proceeds that ECAD and its member associations
actually distributed in 200548 indicate also that in Brazil more than two thirds of the money for author rights go to
authors and more than half of the money for neighboring rights goes to musicians.
In order to counteract the star effect of very few artists receiving the largest share and to foster cultural diversity, the
community of creators organized in the CMO might decide to make payouts regressive, i.e., the percentage per unit
would decrease with increasing popularity.49 In addition to the remuneration for creators, a part of the collective funds
is used for cultural, educational, and social purposes: for supporting young artists, the production of new works, and the
environment of creation and dissemination itself.50 Record labels and publishers are not opposed to flat-rate licensing
per se, as we can see in the growing number of contracts with telecommunications companies like Nokia (”Comes
with Music”), Internet Service Providers like Neuf Cegetel in France and TDC in Denmark, and with service providers
like Spotify in which complete music catalogs are licensed for a flat-rate paid by the user or embedded invisibly in
the price for other products and services (like Nokia’s mobile phones or the products advertised on and paying for
streaming services). These Business-to-Business (B2B) flat rates are expressly positioned as legal alternatives to P2P
file sharing. In fact, they have nothing to do with the cultural practice of sharing. If users can download songs at all,
these are usually wrapped in “terminator DRM”: if they leave their ISP, the license expires and they lose all the music
they collected from the service.51 For authors and musicians, these B2B flat rates make remuneration nontransparent
because the contracts are clouded in non-disclosure agreements.
Secrecy and control of authors and consumers — that is what industry likes about these B2B flat rates, and this is
why they dislike a copyright law-based file-sharing flat rate that is collectively managed and publicly supervised and
ensures authors at least 50% of the revenues.
H. Measuring
In order to allocate the levy fairly to authors, performers and publishers, the number of downloads of their works needs
to be measured as accurately as possible. CMOs are already distributing some of their proceeds based on actual usage
data. Concert organizers and DJs, for example, have to produce playlists so that the artists whose works are performed
can get paid. But performance rights on radio and TV are often, including in the case of ECAD, subject to “indirect
distribution” based on a sample of broadcast stations and a sample of the most frequently played songs. In the case
of music played in commercial establishments, such as restaurants and stores and in the case of the private copying
levy, distribution is the most imprecise, based on conjectures from sales and airplay. The latter two methods lead to
systematic distortions that favor the most popular artists to the disadvantage of independent label artists. In the Internet
environment, empirical measurements can be much more precise, encompassing, and fair, avoiding the distortions of
the so called black-box money of the analog age, ensuring payments to artists deep into the Long Tail and thereby
supporting cultural diversity.
A number of methods have been suggested and tested for this purpose. P2P market researchers like Big Champagne52 and
infringement investigators like Logistep53 monitor P2P from within, creating detailed reports for their clients. Big
Champagne CEO Eric Garland leaves no doubt that the Internet is better empirically suited for close measurement
than any other medium.54 Once P2P has been legalized, cooperation from file-sharers themselves could be recruited as
well. They would install a module that plugs into Vuze, BitTorrent, Miro, Ares, Mozilla Firefox, and other applications
used for downloading. This module logs the metadata of each work55 the user downloads from the Internet and sends
an anonymized monthly report to an administrative site that then calculates the total number of downloads in a given
territory. Audioscrobbler is an example of such a voluntary reporting agent deployed by Last.fm.56 Noank, a prototype
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file-sharing flat-rate system developed by Fisher and field tested in Hong Kong, also includes a detection and reporting
module that plugs into any media player of the user’s choice, including iTunes and Windows Media Player.57 Both of
these log only music, and they log the songs the user listens to rather than downloads. Whether plays or downloads
should be the measure of popularity on which to base payouts is up for debate. Nevertheless, how often a DVD is
watched or a CD listened to in the private sphere is currently irrelevant to both copyright law and remuneration. A shift
from number of reproductions to number of plays would need a solid justification.
A third method suggested, among others, by French economist Philippe Aigrain also uses plug-ins, but is based not on
open participation but on a representative sample of households who volunteer to have their media use monitored.58
Aigrain argues that fraud attempts, which this system would surely attract, can be countered by using the data of only
5% of the panel members, chosen randomly. Large-scale collusion or automated generation of fraudulent data is fairly
easy to detect and will be subject to deterrent sanctions. He then calculates a feasible sample size that, even if 95%
of the data were discarded, would still detect works that are downloaded only several thousand times per year, thus
ensuring a positive impact on cultural diversity.59 During the introduction of the file-sharing levy these and possibly
other methods of measuring will be used concurrently in order to check the results against each other and optimize the
methodology to ensure fraud prevention, remuneration of the greatest possible diversity of cultural expressions, and
cost-effectiveness.
I. Collective Rights Management
It is evident that the significance of collective rights management is greatly increasing in the digital age. When WIPO
established its Copyright Collective Management Division (CCMD) in 1999, it explained its rationale thus: “The
experience of recent years has increasingly confirmed that the individual exercise of rights is impractical; … Collective
management is an essential tool for the efficient exercise of rights; collective management societies therefore play an
important and very useful role, both for authors/creators and for users. This is definitely why they have experienced
considerable development in parallel to the increased use of works made possible by new technology.”60 A recent report
by a French government commission urges the expansion of existing and the creation of new collective management
arrangements in order to simplify online licensing, including the proposal to subject the making-available right to
mandatory collective management.61 The Brazilian Ministry of Culture (MinC) also made it clear in its discussion
paper for the current copyright law reform62 that it favors the extension of collective management. It proposes to
expand the scope of the private copying exception and introduce a collectively managed levy on it. It also encourages
the formation of a CMO for the public performance rights of audiovisual works, one for reprographic rights — hoping
“to finally resolve the conflict between the owners of literary works and the teachers and students of educational
institutions” — and additional CMOs for other categories of works.
At the same time, criticism in particular of music CMOs by their members and users is also increasing. In Germany
concert organizer Monika Bestle initiated a public petition initiated in 2009 urging the Bundestag to review the conduct
of the music CMO GEMA and start a comprehensive reform of that organization.63 The petition received more than
100,000 signatures.64 It will lead to a public hearing in the first quarter of 2010.
Like many other music CMOs across the globe, ECAD is criticized for its lack of transparency, internal democracy,
and equity in distributing proceeds to its members. Its conduct gave rise to several parliamentary investigations. The
most recent one by the Legislative Assembly of São Paulo in April 2009 led by congressman Bruno Covas concluded
that the collective management of music rights is in a “state of institutional anarchy.”65 The final report states that
“this anarchy allows ECAD to exceed its financial, legal and statutory obligations, giving rise to irregularities and
evidence of crimes such as forgery, tax evasion, embezzlement, illicit enrichment, conspiracy, formation of a cartel
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and abuse of economic power.”66 To address this issue, the MinC proposes to create a new regulatory agency, the
Instituto Brasileiro de Direito Autoral (IBDA) under the Ministry of Culture. It will supervise, regulate and promote
the collective administration of rights, provide administrative dispute mediation and organize the registration of works.
The latter would greatly aid in the identification of works in the measurement of downloads and in allocating the levy
share to its beneficiaries.
If collective management is crucial for the future of creativity in the digital age, then an institutional framework
ensuring internal democracy, fair representation, transparency in the allocation of funds, and public oversight is crucial
for the future of collective management. The IBDA promises to be a key instrument on the way towards this goal.

III. CONCLUSIONS
The MinC’s proposals for reforming the Brazilian copyright law constitute an important framework for the emerging
new social contract between authors and audiences. However, the MinC has shied away from addressing the pressing
issue of mass-scale user-distribution of copyright protected works.
This paper is intended to encourage the MinC and others involved in the copyright law debate to consider a collectively
managed file-sharing exception as a model for striking a balance between authors’ rights and users’ rights with respect
to this important digital challenge. The debate on this model was initiated ten years ago by copyright law scholars
and soon joined by members of the music community and other creative sectors, members of CMOs, consumer
and Internet user organizations, economists, technologists, and eventually by political parties. Today large-scale
open debates take place on a new social contract over creativity: in the broad alliance of artists, consumers, and the
Internet community “Création Public Internet” in France;67 in the ongoing effort to negotiate an agreement between
creative communities and the public that seeks to improve access to and income for knowledge goods under the name
“The Paris Accord”;68 and in the forum “Artists-to-fans-to-artists” initiated by musician Billy Bragg.69 Members of
Parliament in countries like France and Italy are tabling bills to implement file-sharing permission in copyright law.
The Isle of Man is about to start a trial on it.70 In Brazil the process of reforming copyright law exceptions and the
collective management system is well underway. The country should seize the opportunity, adopt a model whose time
has come, and lead the way into an equitable future that combines the freedom to create and the freedom to share.
The decisive question is how we as citizens of the knowledge society want to see ourselves: Do we prefer to see
ourselves as consumers with the choices of products and services the market offers, and as objects of market research,
advertising, surveillance, technological restrictions, deterrent campaigns and juridical repression? Or do we see
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